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About This Game

Autumn Park Mini Golf is a first person miniature golf game set in a scenic park. With smooth jazz and piano sets to help set
the mood, we think you'll enjoy your time relaxing and exploring the park while you play. With trick shots and rewards based on
how well you play the game, Autumn Park Mini Golf will keep you coming back for more. Can you finish the game under par?

We will be supporting only the English language. However the game itself has very little in the way of text and no spoken
components. Instead, the game relies on an intuitive gameplay style and understanding of how miniature golf is normally played.
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autumn park mini golf

Will not load in windows 10, yet supposedly it is a NEW GAME!!!. For the price they ask you to pay, it is an ok game. It is a
great foundation for a mini put game that if the creator continues to work on it, they could have a great game one day.

Pros:
-Walking around is cool
-I like the visuals
-Ok course design

Cons:
- Controls are wonky
EDIT 2: controls are better! almost perfect!
-"Pause Menu" is just terrible. None of the elements make any sense together
EDIT: Pause menu is no longer terrible. Just a bit weird.
  - Note to developer: the sound sliders are a neat idea but dont really work.. This game didn't work for me. The music isn't
great, I can't get consistent FPS on my Alienware PC, so it's definitely the game. I just can't recommend this game because it's
just not that good. You get what you pay for in this case.. Truely this game isnt a thumbs up or a thumbs down its somewhere in
between, at least for the price you pay for it. Controls are pretty bad though, and it doesnt have reversed y-axis for the mouse. It
runs fine, looks fine too. The balls physics are great, and giving power to the ball is clear. The most fun i believe is walking
around the park freely, it something i personally saw before.

So would i recommend it, yes; if you can live with the clunky controls.. cant accually GOLF, that sucks, but i dont really care as
its fun to just fu*k around in the park. Amaing graphics for a $1 game!!! Overall,if your wondering should i get this, just do it.
its fun for its price!. Great atmosphere! Very relaxing experience. The movement is a little wonky (there's a slight delay
between hitting WASD and the character actually moving, and I found sometimes I would jump onto a green only to slide back
off it), but it doesn't really get in the way of the fun.

It's only one course (hence the price), but if you're looking for simple chill-out fun, this will suit you nicely.. Game dosnt work
the reason why there are no reviews on it is because you have to play it for 5 minutes.... I've been playing for 10minutes and I
already like this game. It's casual play, relaxing. The music reminds me of old school The Sims. Highly recommend it if you just
want to wonder off.. Crazy game
don't swing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game
mouse sink \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing

button click 5cm left move click \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Autumn
Park Mini Golf is 99 cents and it's still a better game than Tower Unite
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For \u00a30.79 this game is good to fill 10 minutes of boredom.

The physics in the game are good fore the price however at times can be a bit wonky\/off

The controls in the game however are pretty awful with movement being extremely gittery and thrustrating. To hit the golf ball
you either have to move the camera with the cursor to find the right "power" you want to hit the ball at. However left shift is
useful if you do not want to move the first person camera whilst aiming. This is a useful feature as many times the ball will be
behind an object and as without using the left shift feature you cannot look straight down , using left shift to use the cursor
without moving the first person camera can really help.

The graphics are decent however there is very little difference between the highest and lowest graphical settings. The lighting
could be improved however in many spots as well as a possible indication to where the hole it. In many occasions the hole itself
is barely visible due to it blending in with the shading on the map. This could easily be fixed with a small indication to where the
hole for better visibility of where your aiming for.

The music at times can be extremely obnoxious especially when you are trying to concentrate. An option to turn off the music
would be great however in its current state this is not present.

The overall gameplay is basic and will help kill 10 minutes and for \u00a30.79 there isnt much to complain about. This game is
the best game I have ever played, you must get this game! I hope this review helps out the Developer cause im tired of going
back and forth with him about my last review lol.. Not a great fan of the music, but more importantly the physics seem off. A
ball will roll down a slope apparently not picking up any speed, and will quite often hit a wall and just stop instead of rebounding
in any way. This can make it hard to play the ball for the next shot, as its either obscured by the wall or you can't look down far
enough to get your cursor on the ball.

I also found the controls jittery and there is no way that I could see to adjust mouse sensitivity or fine-tune graphics. I couldn't
really tell any difference in gra[hics playing on fastest or the highest setting - maybe if I did a side by side comparison it might
have been more obvious.

Also the way the trees and flowers shiver and vibrate is frankly disturbing.
. My best buy ever!
This game is the meaning with life. We are all born to play this fantastic game!
Old or young, if you start the game you won't be able to stop playing it.
This game is fun. NO, fun is this game!

Heil odin!
Enough said. Decent game for the price,controls are a bit naff but still a enjoyable game, the music is very calming.. Controls
are so bad! I can't hit the ball as the game doesn't register that I'm clicking on the ball.. Perfect game for fall! Beautiful scenery.
Easy game to play. Very relaxing. I have Windows 10 and it plays perfectly.
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